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Am                 C                     D                  E 
Somewhere deep in outer space near the planet of a zillion bars 
       Am         C          D                   E 
Is a crazy mad inventor who says that he's from Mars 
       Am            C             G                E 
He's building a new weapon as he chuckles now with joy 
       Am           C                D              E 
That makes an atom bomb look like a little child's toy 
     Bm                           E 
It's not a phaser gun or disintegrator 
(TACIT) 
>It's the Eludium Q-36 Explosive Space Modulator< 
 
I don't know what Eludium is or just what it will do 
But I try to never trust a number that begins with Q 
Modulating space is something we should not abuse 
But it will be explosive if he only lights the fuse 
If he should do it, it will mean our doom 
>There'll be an Earth-shattering Kaboom!< 
 
Now just the sight of this one guy will not fill you with dread 
'Cause he's only three feet tall with a spittoon upon his head 
The Roman gladiator look with only black for face 
But still he's going to blow us up and end the human race 
It's not because of any feud between us 
>It obstructs my view of Venus< 
 
But just as it seemed all was lost and we were going to die 
A creature from our native world just happened to pass by 
A long-eared fuzzy fellow who had gone and lost his way 
Little did we ever know that he would save the day 
He grabbed the thing and jumped in the elevator 
>That creature has stolen the space modulator!< 
 
He rehydrated an army from some tiny little spheres 
But nothing he could do could stop that thing with floppy ears 
The rabbit lit the fuse and blew the Martian's lab to bits 
There's nothing left but rubble so on a pile he now sits 
And thinks of how his plans could be restored 
>Oh well.  Back to the old drawing board< 
 


